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Supplementary materials:  To generate optimal clusters, we combined information from unit cells 

differences with amplitude differences. To determine what role each of the two sources of information 

played in the clustering effectiveness, we modified our original data in two ways: 

1) We generated a data set that was equal to our original data in all ways but had the a and b unit 

cell dimensions modified to equal the average (N is the number of data sets): 

amean = (1/N) ∑aobserved 

bmean = (1/N) ∑bobserved 

2) We generated a data set that was equal to the original data in all ways but had the a and b unit 

cell dimensions modified to equal a random value equally distributed around the mean value +/- 

the variance of the mean value (R is a random {-1, 1} and σ(amean) is the variance of amean): 

arandom = amean + R σ(amean) 

brandom = bmean + R σ(bmean) 

The KAMO outlier exclusion module removed 8 data sets from the data with correct unit cells, 19 from 

the data with constant unit cells, and 11 from the data with randomized unit cells. The overall Rmerge 

(excluding outliers) was 44.8%, 48.3%, and 45.8% respectively (bar graphs shown in blue at left).  We 

then averaged the individual Rmerge values for the five clustered data sets (Rmerge
mean = [1/5] ∑Rmerge)(bar 

graphs shown in orange at right).  This demonstrated a small advantage for the two-factor clustering 

over single factor clustering (note different scales shown at left and right). 


